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DELL A9321912 memory module 16 GB 1 x 16 GB DDR4 2400 MHz

Brand : DELL Product code: A9321912

Product name : A9321912

16GB 2Rx8 UDIMM DDR4 2400MHz

DELL A9321912 memory module 16 GB 1 x 16 GB DDR4 2400 MHz:

Supercharge your Dell™ system with a Dell Memory upgrade engineered, tested and customized for
your system. Adding more memory revs your system's engine and allows you to release its full potential
when working with 3D imaging, multimedia, and other memory intensive applications.

Dell™ Branded memory offered in the Memory Selector is fully compatible and supported by Dell.
Memory offered now may differ in speed from the original system memory but has been qualified to
work in the system. When mixed, the memorywill perform at the lowest speed populated or the highest
speed allowed by the system.
DELL A9321912. Component for: PC/Server, Internal memory: 16 GB, Memory layout (modules x size): 1
x 16 GB, Internal memory type: DDR4, Memory clock speed: 2400 MHz, Product colour: Black, Green

Features

Internal memory * 16 GB
Memory layout (modules x size) * 1 x 16 GB
Internal memory type * DDR4
Memory clock speed * 2400 MHz
Component for * PC/Server

Features

Product colour Black, Green

Compatible products

- Alienware Area - 51 R2 - Alienware
Aurora R6 - OptiPlex 3050 MT -
OptiPlex 3050 SFF - OptiPlex 5050
MT - OptiPlex 5050 SFF - OptiPlex
7040 MT - OptiPlex 7040 SFF -
OptiPlex 7050 MT - OptiPlex 7050
SFF - PowerEdge T30 - Precision
Workstation T3420 - Precision
Workstation T3620 - XPS Tower
(8920)
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